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How does the investor search work?

Let's raise capital

Suitable for startups

You're invited!

More than empty promises Who we are

22,500+
Addressable Investors

22+
Countries

25+
Startups

Schedule a meeting
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Let's talk More from up4d

Skype

Teams

GoogleMeet

Business Development as a service

Scale Up Services

Let’s start by arranging a free 30-minute remote 

demo.

Our services are tailor-made to fit your specific 

needs and budgets.

We continuously improve and adapt our strategy 

to guarantee success.

Let's get started

up4distribution is more than a consultant: as a competent and 

experienced remote assistance, we are taking responsibility for the 

success of your investor search!

Onboarding of investors

Pre– and Due Diligence

Pitches, exchanges and negotiations

Addressing the target investors

Creation of pitch-set

Onboarding and Kick-off

Together we define our collaboration and 
communication environment.

The teaser pitch landing page for initial contacts with 
investors

A verbal pitch as elevator pitch

The full pitch for your investor negotiations

Daily, we contact around 30 of the pre-selected 
investors and motivate them to schedule a personal 
video call exchange with you: your elevator pitch.

up4d will mentor your negotiator in order to 
continuously improve the maturity of communication 
and negotiation skills with investors.

We make sure you are well prepared! Because we 
know how easily deals can fail in this phase due to 
insufficient due diligence preparations. That can be 
avoided.

Congratulations, you did it! Now you will finally onboard 
your new investors.
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up4distribution is an expert in supporting startups, entrepreneurs, and uprising businesses in their investor search.

Secure your funding now by connecting to our huge investor ecosystem and profit from an international network of business 

angels, VCs, investors, and family offices.

In collaboration with you we improve your pitch maturity and give it some 

final touches.

We pre-select local and global investors according to their relevance.

Together we address investors in a contemporary way.

Throughout the entire process, you get to enjoy highest possible 

transparency about our progress.

We greatly care about transparency and direct, genuine communication. This is why we define short working iterations in order for 
you to keep full control of your mission.

By working with us, you additionally profit from the convenient time shift between Europe and Vietnam: we work while you are still 
soundly sleeping.

We are looking forward to get in contact with you and to a fruitful collaboration!

https://en.up4distribution.ch/meeting/
https://ch.linkedin.com/in/thomas-kistler
https://en.up4distribution.ch/social-business-development/
https://en.up4distribution.ch/scale-up-service/



